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C.C. Takes
Fourth
in SCIAC
Finals

by Thor Feat
In a close SCIAC finals meet

1ast Saturday, the Caltech
cross-country team took fourth
place in the meet and third in
the overall conference standing.
The score was Occidental 31,
Pomona 48, Claremont 95,
Caltech 99, Whittier 123, La
Verne 176, and Redlands 181.
Jerry Harnett of Pomona won
the meet, setting the Caltech's
home course record of 24: 19 for
the 4.56 miles. Senior Rob
Bourret paced Caltech, setting
the school record for the home
course at 26: 13, and finishing in
9th place.

The day was very hot, and the
course was very loose, hilly, and
dusty, so many runners suffered
and ran slower than usual. Junior
Bill Gould, who has run very
consistently all season, proved
himself immune to the adverse
conditions, finishing 16th in
26:49, beating his track season
rival, NAIA District III
s tee piechase champion Nick
Buchan of Pomona by 20
seconds. Just behind Buchan was
Caltech's Glen George, 18th in
27: 12. Rich Holmes, 26th in
28: 17 and Eric Korevaar, 30th in
28:46, rounded out the Caltech
scoring five. Brian McLain, 37th
in 30: 26 and Randy Field, 39th
in 31:35, did not score for
Caltech.

The team finishes the season
tomorrow when they race at the
NAIA District Cross Country
Championships at La Mirada Park
in La Mirada. Azusa Paqifk and
Potnt Lorna are favored for first
and second, but aroun:l third
place it will be a real dogfight
between Cal Lutheran, DC San
Diego, Fresno Pacific, and
Caltech.

Next week is the
cross-country pentathlon, a
five-event series of track events:
the two-mil,~ on Monday, the
mile on Tuesday, the 1320 (3/4
mile) on Wednesday, the 880 on
Thursday, and the 440 on
Friday. All races start at 5: 30
pm at the Caltech track and all
comers are invited.

Bourret Ignores Heat, Dust

Sets New School Record

Photo by ed.

for the game. Leading the team
in tackling were Mark Boslow,
with 6 tackles, and Terry
Thomason, with 5 tackles. Other
strong defensive players were
Rick Alviso (4 tackles, 3 assists),
Curt Trimble (4 tackles, 2
assists), and Les Poltrack (2
tackles, 4 assists).

Caltech sacked the La Canada
quarterback twice, for a loss of
14 yards. The team recovered 2
of Canada's 5 fumbles, and
intercepted 2 of their 14 passes.
The Beavers completed 7 of 14
passes for 94 yards, and made 19
first downs.

Today on Caltech's home
field, we will be playing the La
Verne JV. The game starts at
1:30..

satisfactions and frustrations of
their work.

These seminar leaders will also
be available to students on a
one-to-one basis to help students
learn more about real world
employment. By providing
contact with highly successful
and knowledgeable Gnomes, it is
hoped that students will be able
to more rationally select a career
and more adequately prepare. for
it. Walt Meador, Director of the
Caltech Y and a Gnome, is the
person to contact on campus to
arrange one-on-one meetings

See Gnomes: Page 9, Col. 5

2-yard pass by Fortunato to
John Zacharias.

By the middle of the third
quarter, Caltech had made two
more touchdowns, Curt Trimble
scored in the second quarter with
a 4-yard run, and in the third
quarter Terry Thomason carried
in a I-yard pass. Peter Drapes
made 3 of the 5 extra point
kicks, bringing the score to
33-0.

Late in the third quarter,
Canada made a comeback with
a 30-yard touchdown run by
Daryl Richard. They scored once
more late in the 4th quarter on a
19-yard pass to Kelley. With a
2-point conversion, this made the
final score 33 to 14.

The strong Caltech defense
held the Ducks to 9 first downs

drawing on the experience of the
Gnomes, the Career Seminars will
provide the forum and the
resources for answering some of
these questions.

Future Seminars; Counseling
Future Career Seminars are

scheduled for topics ranging from
medical practice to work in the
field of industrial research and
development. The seminar leaders
will be selected from the ranks
of the' Gn0ll:!e Club and will
strive to provide an objective
view of the merits and problems
of each career, at the same time
giving personal insight into the

The Bonfire and Marshmellows of Victory.

Pasadena, CalIforma,
~R£IFORNIATech

Caltech is that although generally'
well-equipiJed technically to
handle future career
responsibilities, a recent graduate
is likely to be ill-informed as to
precisely what it is people do in
their chosen field.

Do you work along, or are
you part of a team? What
nonteclmical responsibilities do
you have, such as managing a
project budget, writing reports,
and supervising subordinates? Do
you travel? What are' typical
salaries in t!le field? Who do you
report to, and where do you fit
in the overall organization? By

1 Centimeter

per Second

nome Club
tarting
areer
ssistance
rograms
The Gnome Club, a Caltech

umni organization dedicated to
elping Caltech students, is
aunching a program of career
eminars and career. counseling
ogether with the Caltech Y.

The first seminar, slated for
ednesday night (November 15)

, t 7:30 in the Y lounge will deal
'th the prospects and problems

'f careers in business and
finance. Two Gnomes
pronounced "kno\\'-lU}.s"), Paul

vin, B.S. '72, and David
orrisroe, Institute Vice
esident for Financial affairs,
, present a brief outline of the
ctivities of professionals in
anagement and business, with a
ecia! emphasis on describing

ow Caltech grads have faired. by Red Kleats
oth seminar leaders will then be Last Saturday, the Caltech
vailable to answer questions for football team overwhelmed the
'ople contemplating business La Canada Ducks winning with a
areers and to provide some score of 33 to 14. This gave the
reliminary guidance for those team its first win this season,
eking management positions or bringing their record to 1 win, 4

oing on to business school. losses.
Both men are exceptionally Caltech dominated the entire

ell qualified to discuss game, scoring 3 touchdowns in
anagement as a career' for the first quarter. On the 6th

echnically oriented individuals. play, the Beavers scored with a
yin received his undergraduate 22-yard pass from Mark

egree from Caltech in Electrical Fortunato to Jim Abbot. After
ngineering, followed by an failing to make a first down in
BA from the Harvard Business the next series, La Canada
chool in 1974. After several attempted to punt. The snap was
ears in various management high, and Caltech's Bill Graham
ositions with International recovered the ball in the endzone
ectifier, Paul now works .for the for the second touchdown. The
RW Electronics Group. Dave team's third one came with three
orrisroe, a Harvard MBA of minutes left in the quarter, on a
omewh~ kg recentrin~~,has~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
een guiding the_ financial affairs
f the Institute and JPL tor nine
ears and currently teaches
usinessEconomics and
anagement (BEM 100).

Real World 101
The Gnome Career Seminars

, address the task of providing
altech undergraduate and
aduate students with realistic
d useful information about

the Real World". It seems that
ew people end up doing what
ey thought they would be

oing while they were in school.
often-heard comment about

educational process at
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typist threatened to quit.
anyway, there are enough Fo
Service cartoons to keep y
busy for a while. Hey, Midte
are OVER!!!!!!!! If we can j
avoid thinking about finals, W

have it made. Also, in case
don't have them back yet,
like my dental tools back, unle
of course, they will be nee
for a bonfire tonight. In
event, they can be returned
leaving them in the M section
the Blacker House Mailbox. W.
luck, I'll see you tonight at'
bonfire.

-Duncan G.. Maho,

!-\E.·S ~C>T

A '1'ART- TIM~

JOB oVER
IN 1310LO&Y.

Random Numbers

,Thuncan
~r--~'---~~~~~-

Well, all I have to say is that I
better not hear any complaints
about this one. It's typed, sort
of. For lack of time and much
else to write about, this week
you will be treated to the tale of
how Pasadena's finest caught on
fire at the bonfire Saturday
night.

When the fire was lit, one
of the fuel cans was dropped. and
it caught on fire. This was,
needless to say, a hazard. In the
time before the fire department
arrived, both myself and
someone else were caught on
fire. When the fire department
arrived. the extinguishing of the
can was left to them. One of the
firemen decided to kick the can,
half full of burning fuel, down
the street to where the rest of
the fire had been and where
there was a fireman with a hose.
Unfortunately, there was a
policeman in the way. His pants
were covered with burning fuel
and after performing a short
dance routine, he was hosed
down by the firemen. Perhaps
this is why the police were so
nasty to us on the way back. If
you haven't heard the story, just
ask anyone who attended.
Opinions on this issue are heated
in each direction and I intend to
live past Christmas, if at all
possible. However, I will say this,
I understand that he was cited
for "Walking in the rodeway"
(sic). I didn't think that there
was anyone else who spelled as
poorly as I do in the world.
Perhaps you think that this is a
little short. Well, you're right.
However, there are reasons for
this. The first .and foremost is
that Interhouse is coming up and
I am one of the work chairmen.
Another is that I'm going to have
to type that 17 page article
myself. I understand that the- J. Copeland

-Jim Mayer

To the Editor:
I would like to correct an

error which crept into the article
in the 13 October issue. The
correct figure is that about 60%
of our incoming freshmen
greauate in four .years rather than
40% as quoted in the article. In
the heat of our discussion
between Rock Howard and
myself the percentages became
inverted.

[The actual figures, from the
Registrar's Office, and processed
by an expert fn the field, are:
55% graduation in four years (a
10-year average; only 51% of the
class of '78 got out last June)
and 65-68% graduation from
Tech at all. Of the people who
never graduate from Tech, about
one-half petition for, but are
denied, reinstatement. -ed.]

Ever gotten a perfect score on
a test? Watched a Formula I
automobile race? Been present at
a really good lecture? Sailed a
small boat in a high wind? Sat
and looked at a Van Gogh
painting for more than five
minutes? Eaten a meal where the
vegetables were properly cooked,
and had some texture left?

In short, have you ever seen
something done with such style
and perfection that you felt the
excitement that resulted? That
spectacular feeling that you are a
party to something really special?

On Tuesday, the Guaneri
Quartet acheived this.

In their performance at the
Coleman Chamber Concert, the
quartet, which is on the faculty
of the Curtis Institute of Music
in Philadelphia, delivered faultless
Beethoven. They played two
Quartets, the secon.a
"Razumovsky" (E minor, opus
59, number 2) and the B-flat
opus 130.

The first piece, the
Razumovsky, allowed us to see
the group's balance. It was well
arranged, no part dominating the
other three. After the
intermission, the B-flat was
played. It was written in
Bee thoven's last group of
quartets in the 1820's. The fifth
movement of this quartet is
excellent; very smooth, very
balanced, and it was played as it
deserved to be played. The
Grosse Fuge (opus 133),
originally the final movement of
the opus 130 quartet ended the
program. Beethoven replaced it
when string musicians of his time
complained of its difficulty - We
are fortunate to have musicians
today capable of playing it.

The New York Times has said,
"Singly and as a group, the
Guarneri has no superior on the
world's stages" They are correct
once again.

Guarneri
Great
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0, 0o ,Wednesday, November 15, UPDATE NOON DISCUSSION SERIES. 0
o Dr. Roger Noll, Professor of Economics, speaking on "Solutions to 0
o the Free Rider Problem." Clubroom 1, Winnett, at noon. 0
O' Bring a lunch 0
O· 0

8Wednesday, November 15, CAREER COUNSELING: Business and Finance. g
o Dr. Paul Levin, chief scientist for Megatek Corporation and 0
o David Morrisroe, Vice President for Business and Pinance and 0

.0 Treasurer, Caltech. Sponsored by the Caltech Y and Gnome Club. 0
o Open to students. Y lounge, 7:30 pm.' 0
Oi 08IFriday, November 17, MIKE GARSON TRIO. Jazz music. At noon 8
o on the Quad. Bring a lunch. 0 >.

000000000000000000000000000000000000000

-Jerry Willis
Public Events Manager

Public Events Assistant Manager
Joe Farmer.

Involved in - the general
planning and operations were the
rest of the Public Events Office:,
Suzette Cummings, Pearl Fles,
Lucy Freeman, Chris Harcourt,
Lu Hayward, Kitty Macdonnell,
Janis Rafferty, Monica Sandello
and Debby White.

We also "borrowed" the
following people from various
divisions and administrative
offices on campus, to assist us in
the marching party marshaling
area: Rae Bergum, Sophia Bien,
Flora Boyer, Susan Davis, Sally
Ghan, Jan Glaviano, Delorah
Goforth, Ingrid Gumpel, Polly
Hansen, Valera Hall, Georgeia
Hutchinson, Virginia Kotkin, Pat
Lee, Carmen Longo, Shirley
Marneus, Marc Otto, Edith
Taylor and Barbara Yandell.

This, obviously, is just a
sample of the people involved in
putting on the Inauguration
Ceremony. I'm sure that the
Public Relations Office, Physical
Plant, the Bookstore and the
Athenaeum have numerous
names to add for their respective
parts in the festivities. The kudos
you expressed really belong to all
of these people.

women are not benefited,
because it is the only just course
of action.

The only legitimate criteria
for legally discriminating between
two individuals are the
characteristics of those
individuals; not of the averages
of majorities of groups to which
they belong. The present ERA
fails by mentioning only sex;
becoming itself discriminatory. It
should read:

In no situation shall any
citizen be denied. equality under
the law on any basis other than
the characteristics of that
individual which are relevant to
that particular situation.

Pragmatically, implementation
of an ERA would cause serious
problems. Expediency, however,
is no excuse for injustice. In the
shadow of frightening new
threats to the rights of various
unloved minorities, we must
explicitly reaffirm our belief in
the principle of Universal
Equality under the Law.

-R. C. ColfJ!ove_

ASCIT Members 5&.
Others $1.00

Lenny'Next Week:

To the Editor:
The kind words in Ray

Beausoleil's comprehensive
Inauguration article last week
about the Office of Public Events
were most appreciated by our
staff. I thought you might like to
know the names of some of our .
people involved in presenting the
Inauguration activities.

Our technical staff, headed by
Tom Lehman, was composed of
Andy Allum, Gordon Cordell,
Don Delson, Bill Hewlett, Charles
Seagrave and Dave Spellman. Our
off-campus sound consultants
were Hollywood Sound Systems,
with Gene Countelenc and Jack
Haffamier working on the jazz
concert and the Inauguration
itself.

Our crowd control staff was
made up of the following Caltech
students: Clifford J. Beall, Jan N.
Bjernfalk, John F. Fill,
Christopher Finch, Ari Fuad,
Gregory J. Galvin, John Graves,
Ted D. Hesselroth, Paul de la
Houssay, Jill T. Ibers, David S.
Kamins, William C. Ledeboer,
Terry J. Ligocki, Pamela Logan,
Bruce D. Martin, Kevin B.
Martin, Paul H. Nicholas, Vincent
C. Nye, Sethu Palanippan, Eric
Saund, David N. Shenton, Dean
T. Uehara and Robert Weaver-all
working under the direction of

Friday Night
Baxter Lecture Hall
7:30 & 10:00

On the ERA

bananas

More Names

W()()dy IIllen

To the Editor:
Any society dedicated to the

preservation of human rights
must strive to protect equally the.
rights of all its citizens. An
amendment which seeks only to
better-or worsen-the lot of one
particular group of people
therefore contradicts the
fun damental spirit of the
Constitution. It is clear the, that
the ERA should neither be
accepted nor rejected on the
basis of its effects on the social,
political, or economic status of
women.

The real benefit to be gained
through the passage of an Equal
Rights bill is the elimination of
an arbitrarily established
inequality among the nation's
citizens. There are no special
provisions required by all women
and few required only by
women. The laws protecting
small people, child bearers, and
family raisers, for instance, need
not and should not make sexual
distinctions. The law must be
made sexually neutral, even' if
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"We Have Ignition? .."
The CIT Deep Space Team

will be clandestinely' launching
various high' technology
rocket-propelled research and
entertainment vehicles on
Sunday, Nov. 12 from an, as yet,
undisclosed desert complex.
Those without security clearance
may contact Ralph Weeks in 115
Lloyd for further information.
Reminder: free flight accessories
for DST members.

Equipped with SABRE computerized

travel system - the most advanced

idea in travel since the jet - our,

experienced agents can handle all

the details of your itinerary with

speed, accuracy, and reliahility.

Poets!
We are interested in informal

meetings with other writers who
would like to share their work
and make useful criticisms.
Faculty, grads, unc1ergrads and
others are all invited. Call Vicki
Siders at x2340 during the
workday or call Eve Bennett at
449-9368.

Serving Caltech for over thirty years

Campus extension 2226

Your business
travel deserves
professional
handling.

THE CALIFORNIA TECH
philosophers, lawyers and

690 East Green Street, Pasadena, CA 9IlOI

EXPERIENCE PLUS AUTOMATION

Fast, accurate, reliable.

-Pat Frantz

theologians. It involves the
analysis of present issues and
possible future controversies
involving scientific advances; this
analysis would be started before
the first major legal skirmishes
are brought to the court system.
It would have a strong advisory
input to the legislature. It would
be a radical departure towards a
radical future.

purposes to arise. As to the
second question, the mere
presence of two -healthy babies
(although in no way statistically
Significant) suggests that this
technique can be used safely.
The religious question, of course,
is the most difficult to answer,
arid must be debated by the
theologians. My personal opinion
is that if the soul enters upon
conception, then in vitro
conception will not prove a
barrier to God.

The smug scientist might sit
back and smile to himself at this
point; but wait, the philosophers
are not so easily defeated. What
about the future, they ask. Might
not this take away from the
beauty and "humanity" of
natural conception? Also,
suppose that women unable to
bear their own children have
their eggs fertilized and
implanted in another woman's
womb. Who "owns" the baby,
what rights does the surrogate
mother have 'to abort the fetus,
how will lineage and inheritances
be determined?

The scientist, more sober now,
sees the value of these questions.
It seems unlikely that the first
will ever cuase problems; sex is
not likely to diminish as man's
favorite pastime,and only a tiny
fraction of all births is ever likely
to be initiated this way. Sex is
much easier and cheaper. The
second problem is tougher. There
simply doesn't exist any real
judicial precedent, for the
problem has never been dealt
with before. In all liklihood this
controversy will rage for years as
women begin to take advantage
of these techniques. What laws
should be passed? It will take a
major combined effort by
religious leaders, doctors, lawyers
and philosophers.

It will take a scientific Court
of Law. The detailed analysis of
this term must wait for the next
essay, but its general outline can
be given here. It involves the
modification of our present legal
and judicial system to include a
su b- br anch con taining the
above-mentioned scientists,

Science and Society

!t1f1n's FflvfJrite Pflstih1e-$ex
This issue begins a series that

attempts to cover a wide (but
hopefully not too rambling) area
of scientific and moral
controversy. It starts with a,
discussion of that recent 7-day
wonder, the "test-tube baby,"
proceeds to an analysis of genetic
engineering and investigates' the
general question of how society
is to form policy regarding new
avenues of research. Finally a
specific proposal for the creation
of a scientific court-of-Iaw will
be given, along with some
insights into the present system
of judging conflicts that involve
both technology and morality.

The births in Britain and India
this past summer of two
test-tube babies have caught the
public imagination as few events
ever have. In doing so they have
focused attention on the larger
issue of biological advances and,
indirectly, of genetic engineering.

It is, of course, possible that
these events were fraudulently
purportecr, but for academic
interest it will be assumed taht
they were, indeed, genuine. A
"test-tube baby" in this case
merely means a fetus conceived
'outside the mother's body and
medically implanted into the
womb. Researchers are required
to attain successful fertilization
under laboratory conditions and
then provide for normal in vivo
growth of the embl'yo.

Immediately as the scientific
announcement was made,
theologians, philosophies and
moralists raised interesting
questions. How did conception
outside the body affect the soul
of the developing child? Would
this technique cause defects and
mutations in- the fetus? Could
lhis technique be used for "the
wrong" (i.e., non-medical?)
purposes?

It is perhaps easiest to answer
the third question first. In the
first two, known cases this
techniq\Ie was used for a very
legiti~ate medical reason: to
provide women with blocked
Fallopian tubes the chance to
have children. There was' little
reason to expect any other major

I

20% Discount on
Caltech Card

20% Discount on
Caltech Card

AnENTION ARENTION A"ENTION ARENTION A"ENTION
Every Wednesday is a sp.ecial Caltech day

at Burger Continental.
~pecial Buffet * All You Can Eat * Wednesday Only

.' JI House of the week RICKETTS
~('c Free root beer float with .dlnner,

Attention Graduate Students: Tuesdays are Beer Days. Buy 1pitcher, get the second one free!

B.C. wiU stiU serve" iu regular menu.
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Magnificant Mercenarys Giggles & Klutz The Dancer Next-Door Adolf Again Poirot on a Camel

The
Wild Geese

Foul
Play

Slow Dancing
in the Big City

The-Boys

from Brazil
Death

on the Nile

• SATE AJAM, 4 sticks ONLY 2.75
Same a~ above only with Barbequed Chicken.

Agatha Christie is no longe
with us, but her plots are stil
getting away with murder. A fe
years ago I had the pleasure 0

reviewing Murder on the Orien
Express, one of the classies
mystery movies of the decade, i
these pages, and now directo
John Guillerman has brought
one of Dame' Agatha's fines
Death on the Nile. Murder wa
blessed with an excellent cast
and first-rate settings as well (i
my opinion, the train almos
stole the whole show). Deat
features a cast which is almost
good, and settings (of the Nil
and the great relics of ancien
Egypt), cinematography an
costumes which often approac
the stunning.

But first things first, and i
this movie the first things are no
the leads, but the character part
Bette Davis and Maggie Smith ar '
standouts as an elderly, eccentri
snob and her companion (a fa
of servant), and some reviewe
thought that Angela Lansbury a
an aging, alcoholic author 0'

sexy novels was the star of th
whole show. Imagine havin
those three, as well as Davi
Niven (a detective, rather), Olivi
Hussey, George Kennedy,' Jan
Birkin, and Jack Warden
supporting roles.

Viva Ustinov
Unfortunately, three of th,

four key parts are not so we
cast. The exception is Pete
Ustinov as the world-famo
detective, Hercule Poirot. To
old Christie fans, Ustinov doe
not look the part, but
performance, as always, is abo
reproach. The problem is wi
the romantic triangle whi~

forms the center of the plot.
Lois Chiles as the ric

grasping (first) victim
acceptable, but Simo
MacCorkindale, as her fortuna
(?) husband, was rath
disappointing. Least satisfacto
of all was Mia Farrow, who tde
gamely but was in over her hea
as Ms., Chiles' poor, passiona
friend who was originall
engaged to Mac,Corkindale, an
who follows the two on the'
fatal honeymoon up the Nile.

Instant Replay
The screenplay, by note

dramatist Anthony Shaffer, do
a solid job of paring down t
original book; several of t
original characters are omitte
but one hardly misses the
(Most of Agatha's books a
short enough to be ideal ~

movies-and I'm sure we'll s
more of them in the next fe "
years-but this one is longer th
usual.) The, technique used '
Murder on the Orient Express,
showing how the various suspec
could have done the deed,
used again here, to good effe
(although one does get rath
tired of seeing Lois Chiles sh
to death), and the final solutio
though fair, is almost bound t
surprise you, unless, of cour
you know the original book.

_As I write this, Death on t
Nile is playing at the Academy'
Pasadena, just north of camp
on Colorado Blvd. Take a bre
and go see an enjoyable, clas
mystery film.

-Etaoin Schroed,

The Boys from Brazil is a
swift-moving, smoothly flowing
adaptation of Ira Levin's
best-selling novel. Gregory Peck,
as the infamous "Angel of
Death" Dr. Josef Mengele, and
Laurence Olivier (in a role based
on famed Nazi-hunter Simon
Wiesenthai) as Ezra Lieberman,
are strong, formidable opponents
when a decades-old plot enters a
critical stage.

Barry Kohler (played with the
right mixture of chutzpah and
naivete by Steven Guttenberg), a
young member of a radical
Jewish defense group, manages to
bug a Nazi top-secret meeting.
There Mengele is briefing his
Nazi cohorts on the next stage of
his operation: the accident-like
murders of 94 65-year-old men,
in many countries, over 30
months. The intended victims are
men of little distinction, all civil
servants-and not one of them is
Jewish.

Kohler's inexperience in this
very deadly game is his death
warrant. He contacts Lieberman,
whose exploits in bringing Nazis
to trial has inspired his own
endeavors. Lieberman is
skeptical, but when Kohler is
killed (by Mengele's henchman)
during the phone conversation,
he is left with few clues and less
doubt.

Mengele's plan is simple in
concept, but with a low
probability of success: to create
a clone of Adolf Hitler, who will
lead the Nazis back to power. To
increase his chances of success,
Mengele has created 94 clones
from preserved ,samples of
Hitler's blood and bone, and
placed them (via adoption) in as
near-identical family
environments to Hitler's own
that he can find-an older,
domineering father, a much
younger, indulgent mother. To
re plicate the political and
socioeconomic factors, a variety
of countries~were used,. in the
hope that one (or more) would
approximate post-World-War-I
Germany at the proper time.
And since Hitler's father died at
65, so must those of the
Hitler-primes.

Admittedly science-fictional in
concept, The Boys from Brazil is
a straight suspense story, leading
to a personal confrontation
between Mengele and Lieberman
in a Pennsylvania farmhouse,
with their fate in the hands of a
fourteen-year-old boy. The plot
is not difficult to unravel, with
the publicity Levin's book
generated, and the current public
awareness of the cloning
potential. The movie even sp~nds

a few minutes explaining the
actual cloning process on rabbits
See Boys: Page 9, Col. 4

The Boys From Brazil. A
Producer Circle Production,
released by Twentieth
Century-Fox. Produced by
Martin Richards and Stanley
O'Toole. Directed by Franklin 1.
Schaffner. Screenplay by
Heywood Gould, based on the
novel by Ira Levin. Starring
Gregory Peci, Laurence Olivier,
James Mason, and Lilli Palmer.
Running time: 129 minutes.
Rating:R.

My first impression of "Slow
Dancing" was that it was to be a
cheap affair that would be
mediocre at best. The invitation
and program to the special
preview were done in ordinary
type on stock United Artists
paper. I was not familiar with
anyone involved in the film
except for the Manhatan,' Dance
Company, which I had heard of
before. The program ,indicated
that it was practically a one-man
show. John G. Avildsen directed,
edited, co-produced and operated
the camera for the film.

The scene in the lobby before
the show supported my fears.
Nearly everyone seemed to know
one another and they were
greeting each other with the loud
Hollywood version of the social
kiss. The opening of the movie
further deepened my doubts. The
harsh clink of typewriter keys
nearly obliterated the hero's
(Paul Sorvino's) monolog. The
keys soon subsided, but shortly
thereafter came a scene where
the heroine (Anne Ditchburn)
was practicing her dancing to the
literal blasting of Carole King's
"I Feel the Earth Move." I began
to feel that my ears would be
unable to determine the sense of
the movie.

Despite the initial shock, I
managed to overcome ~he sound
problems to determine and
appreciate the story line. "Slow
Dancing" is the story of the lives
of a ballet dancer and a gruff
New York journalist. The dancer
is fighting to overcome age and
leg pains to make her grand
debut at Lincoln Center. The
journalist, who focuses on
optimistic human events in the
Big City, such as an Eskimo
saving a suicidal redhead, is
romantically interested in this
determined woman who moves
next door to him. A sideline plot
involves the journalist's concern
for a talented ten-year-old from a
ghetto whose life and promise is
threatened by his older brother,
a pusher.

There are many scenes of
dance rehearsals which emphasize
the ,dancer's determination and
desperation to do well. She is
performing in a show which was
designed for her talents and
movements, but she is not doing
well. The choreographer-coach
relentlessly demands that his' star
dancer perform well; if not, then
a replacement will be found. The
dancer silently endures her

, extreme pain with the grace of a
queen being led to the gallows.
Her determination results in a
beautiful yet bittersweet
triumph.

After the film's showing,
Charles Champlin, the reviewer
for the L.A. Times discussed the
film with Avildsen and the
author, Barra Grant. Grant wrote
the script beca~se she liked the
"arena" of the dance and wanted
to reveal the hard life behind the
beautiful productions. Grant said
that it is very true that dancers
exist in a sad, short-lived world
and undergo enormous pain.
Grant took dance lessons when
she was young, but was never
good at it. She has acted since
she was eight, but feels that

See Slow: Page 9, Col 3

• 358-1229
• 359-9762

A few months ago, I was
sitting in a theatre minding my
own business, when suddenly, a
preview of an upcoming film
intruded upon my senses. This
movie, calling itself Foul Play,
seemed to be an opportunistic
vehicle designed to show off
Chevy Chase and Goldie Hawn
doing what they do best,
klutzing and giggling,
respectively. 1 wasn't sure I
wanted to see such a thing, and
dawdled about seeing it once I
had the chance.

Finally, I got around to going
to see the thing, and got the
surprise of my life! It was
actually good!

The plot line is a very basic
one at first glance: man in
danger hides mysterious roll of
film in innocent girl's purse;
mysterious persons attempt to
recover film. All the basic stuff
of a thriller. Remember,
however, that this is also a
comedy of sorts, and that the
leads are two young, popular
comics. Thus, the thriller revolves
around dwarves, albinos, traveling
bible salesmen, massage parlors,
and the world's worst swinger.

Foul Play is actually a fairly
good spoof of those Steve
McQueen and company movies
about the police detective
assigned to protect the pretty girl
from the mob. There is even a
mad car drive across San
Francisco that puts Bullitt to
shame.

Chase plays a detective, a
suspended member of San
Francisco's finest, who keeps
tripping over a disillusioned
young librarian, Goldie Hawn.
People seem to keep dying in her
lap or trying to kill her, and the
bodies keep disappearing, much
to her dismay and the S.F.P~D.'s

amusement. Burgess Meredith,
turns in a wonderful performance
as Goldie's landlord ("Karate
See Foul: Page 9, Col. 2

313 W. HUNTINGTON
MONROVIA

NEW RESTAURANT

FOOD T'O GO

OPEN TUES thru SAT ... 11 A.M.-9 P.M
SUNDAY 2 P.M.-9,P.M.

• SATE BABI, 4 sticks ONLY 2.90
Barbequed Pork on bamboo sticks with marinated
ketjap or peanuT sauce.

• lUMPIA, Indonesian Egg Roll .

............•......................... ONLY 75 c

Delicious and filling.

The Wild Geese is an
action-packed African mercenary
adven ture starring: Richard
Burton, Roger Moore, Richard
Harris, Hardy Gruger and
Stewart Granger. The preview
program gives a short history of
mercenaries and states that this
film "is the first accurate
portrayal of modern mercenary
soldiers." The program also
contains quotes from two articles
in the New York Times. From
these articles I learned that there
is a "Wild Geese Club" whose
members are some of the
survivors of the mercenary units
that fought in the Congo under
Col. Michael (Mad Mike) Hoare.
These men meet regularly in
Johannesburg to reminisce their
romantic adventures. For Col.
Hoare these adventures are not
over. He claims that he is capable
of raising a mercenary army and
taking over any country in
Africa, except South Africa and
Rhodesia, on a month's notice.
He is still in business although he
laments the present refusal of the
CIA to employ mercenaries. Col
Hoare's latest assignment was to
provide extras for The Wild
Geese. Hoare believes that the
mercenaries of today are more
politically motivated than men
were in the 60's. Currently, there
are about 400 American
mercenaries, calling themselves,

, "The Crippled Eagles", who serve
in Rhodesia against the Marxist
guerrillas led by Robert Mugabe
and Joshua Nkomo. These men
feel that they are fighting an
extention of the Vietnam War
against Communism. The article,
written by Robin Moore, who
has recently spent two years with
American mercenaries in
Rhpdesia, notes that of two
ex-mercenaries of Rhodesia, one
is now studying for his PhD in
political science and the other is
running for Congress in Florida.

See Wild: Page 9, Col. 1
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Hl~ AND HERS
CPE~~ (\.E."JiNGS

48,95
57.95
28.95
17.95
27.95
48.95
27.95
18.95
27.95
12.59

169.95
from 59.95

Call us
from 99.95

Gnomes from Page 1

between students and Gnome
counselors, or to uncover
Gnomes in a particular career
area. His office is in Winnett
Student Center, extension 2163.

What's a Gnome?
The Gnome Club is the oldest

organization on campus, dating
form the days of Throop
Polytechnic. Originally a
fraternity, the Gnomes have been
an alum"ni organization since the
Student Houses were opened in
1931. Since 1949, new members
have been chosen each year from
the ranks of the graduating class
on the basis of their contribution
to the well-being of the studnet
body and the Institute. The
Gnome Club sponsors an annual
scholarship and is responsible for
a number of contributions
toward the improvement of
student life at the Institute,
including the Gnome Bus.

The second career seminar will
feature Ted Coleman '28 and
Steve Garrison '65, Gnomes who
have started their own businesses.
That discussion will be Thursday,
November 30 (the week after
Thanksgiving), at 7:30 pm in the
Y Lounge. Other sessions will be
scheduled.

Programmer
MBA
T158/59 Libraries
Money Manager
Business Analyst
Speak & Spell
Spelling Bee
Data Man
Data Clip
Little Professor

$ 29.95
19.96
29.98
43.95
48.85
87.95

209.95
17.95

146.95
15,95
27.95
19.95
39.95
28.95
57.95
78.95
89.95
76.95
39.95

SPECIALS
109.95 Pearlcorder Dictating
149.95 Units from 129.95
189.00 RCA Selectavision VCT200 799.95
265.00 Sony Betamax 8600 Call us
419.95 GE 45" TV screen. Great' Call us
459.95 Sony 1979 TVs, all models Call us
429.95 Atari Programmable

Video Game
Call us Printing calculators

Seiko & Citizen watches
Call us RCA & Zenith TVs

FREE one $14.95 Presolator coffee maker with
purchase of one case of Coffee Plus (241-lb. cans) at $1.79 per lb.

Free delivery within continental U.S.

Philips-Norelco #185
Philips-Norelco #95
Philips-Norelco NTI
Philips-Norelco 88
Philips-Norelco 100"302
Philips-Norelco 101-303
Philips-Norelco 101-304
Craig Dictating Units,

all models
SanyoDictating Units,

all models

TI25
SR40
TI50
TI55
TI57
TI58
TI59
TI30 SP
PC100A
TI1030
TI1680
TI1750
TI1790 Datachron
TI2010 Alarm Clock
TI5015
TI5025
TI5040
TI5050M
TI5100

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

Prices are f.o.b. LA Add $4.95 for shipping hand-held calculators.
California residents add 6% sales tax. Goods subject to availability.

Outside Calif. call toll-free (800\ 421·8045 or (800) 421-8071.
In Calif. call (213) 381-3911. Ask for our famous catalog.

VISA and MASTERCHARGE accepted.

OL'ImPIC S~L£S comp~n'l Inc
216 South Oldofd Ave' P 0 80.74545

Los Anqtles CA 90004 ·1213~ 381 3911 . Telex 67 3477

Save onCalculators

Boys from Page 4

to Lieberman (and the audience)
without appearing to be a
lecture.

The' Boys from Bmzil is rated
R, presumably for viOlence and
occasional (and brief) sequences
involving Mengele's experiments.
Despite the serious tone of the
film-Mengele is not
white-washed in any way-there
are numerous light moments, and
Olivier makes the most of them.
It drags nary a moment during
its two-hours-plus running time.

-Gavin Claypool

YeeHaw!
Have a wild fling! You don't

need a date. You don't have to
be a Fred Astaire. And
everyone's invited to the CCF
Square Dance-7:30 pm
November 18th in the gym. See
you there.

HEWLETT-PACKARD
HP-31 E Scientific $ 49.95
HP-32E Advanced Scientific

with Statistics 65.95
HP-33E Programmable

Scientific 82.95
HP-37E Business

Management 61.95
HP-38E Programmable

Advanced Financial 98.95
HP-80 Financial Pocket

Calculator 235.95
HP-10 Handheld Printing

Calculator 139.95
HP-97 Fully Programmable HP-91 Scientific Printing

Printing Calculator 584.95 Calculator 259.95
HP-67 Programmable Pocket HP-19C Advanced Printing

Calculator 352.95 Programmable 227.95
HP-92 Investor Printing HP-29C Advanced Programmable

Calculator 409.95 Calculator 144.95

All HP calculators include charger, batteries, case, instruction
manual, plus application manual and carry a one-year guarantee by
Hewlett-Packard. We have a large selection of HP accessories-all

at discount prices.

. .. :,
, 'III,

TI accessories at discount prices.
Tl watches-all models-men's and women's-$9.95 up.

One free T1503-1 digital watch with single" purchase of $650 from this ad.
All Tl units come complete, fUlly guaranteed by Texas Instruments.

Save on Calculators

• •

Prices are f.o.b. L.A. Add $4.95 for shipping hand-held calculators.
California residents add 6% sales tax. Goods subject to availability.

Outside Calif. call toll-free (800) 421-8045 or (800)421-8071.
In Calif. call (213) 381-3911. Ask for our famous catalog

YISA and MASTERCHARGE accepted. .

Feeling Funny?
All persons interested in

creating and/or performing
original humor at Caltech are
asked to contact Allen Cohn in
Ricketts, room 54. The media
and methods used for the
comedy will be determined by
the group once it forms.

RAVIOLI

449-1948

Scienti"ic Women
UCLA/NSF has designed a

Workshop for current women
graduate students in the sciences.
The objective of the day-long
program focuses on the practical
aspects of graduate work as well
as career entry planning and
advancement.

Several Caltech women are
scheduled to partici?ate in the
Workshop. Further information
and/or registration forms m'ay b~

found in the Placement Office, 8
Dabney HalL

Grease Tickets!
Starting November 27, 1978,

Chandler Meal Tickets will be
sold at the Caltech Bookstore.
Don't say you weren't warned.

Slow from Page 4

writing is a better life because
she does not think that actors
are happy. This is her first script
and it underwent many rewrites.
Initially, she had some
two-person dialogs which ran to
thirty pages.

The most recent dance film to
compare "Slow Dancing" to is
"The Turning Point." Unlike the
latter, "Slow Dancing" is filmed
with no fancy camera angles on
the dancing sequences. Director
Avildsen felt that the camera
angles and lighting in "The
Turning Point" detracted from
the dancing.

The star, Anne Ditchburn, is a
dancer from Canada. She was
located by Avildsen and Grant
when they saw her picture in the
New York Times and were struck
with the similarity between her
and their fictional heroine. Miss
Ditchburn had previously done
no acting, but she learned well
under Avildsen's guidance and he
feels that she "rose to the,

. "occaSlOn.
Champlin pointed out that

there is a similar spirit in both
"Slow Dancing" and "Rocky".
Both are movingly optimistic and
have heroes who fight against
their physical limitations. Grant
said that the similarity is
unintentional, but hopes her film
is received well because it is a
subject she feels strongly about.

"Slow Dancing in the Big
City" opens November 15 and
the sound problems should be
taken care of by then.

-Eve Bennett~Nick Smith

·BEER & WINE
ITALIAN CUISINE

SPAGHETTIPIZZA

1076 E. Colorado
Use new back entrance for picking up orders

Spare Blood?
Once again the Blood Drive

approacheth. The next one is on
November 15 and 16 (Wednesday
and Thursday), from 11:00 am
to 3:30 pm, in Dabney Hall
Lounge. It is useful (but not
essential) to make appointments
to donate blood at a specific
time, so you won't have to stand
in line dripping. For
appointments, call Victoria Rose,
ext. 2374.

Oh, yeah. One more thing.
The student house with the
highest number of donors will \
receive 1/2 keg of beer or
appropriate substitute, as sort of
a little pick-me-up for those left
feeling weak after donating.
Appointment cards and health
cards are available in ea~h of the
houses.

OPEN 5-11 p.m. Sun-Thurs
5-12 p.m~ Fri-Sat

Now open for lunch 11~2. Buffet lunch
$2.95. All you can ~at Thursdays for $4.25:

ROMA GARDENS

10% off on italian food to all CIT students
(buffet lunch excepted) 7 days/week'

Foul from Page 4

class of '45"), and his pet snake
is fun. Outside of those three the
casting is pretty weak, except for
the casting of the New York
Opera Company as the San
Francisco Opera Company or
something, and Dudley Moore,
who steals several scenes and
provides the best pure comedy of
the film. Mr. Moore plays the
part of a glorious loser, whose
apartment is decorated in early
gauche, and whose life revolves
around the sex life he isn't
having. Billy Barty plays a small
part (sorry) that must be
revealed in the film.

One annoying weakness of the
film is the fact that, other than
Chase and his partner, no one on
the San Francisco Police
Department seems to have any
brains. It takes a visible amount
of time for someone to connect
the fact that "Someone
important is going to be
assassinated tomorrow night"
with the fact that "The Pope will
be visiting San Francisco
tomorrow night". Chase's
suspension never is explained,
nor does he act suspended,
running around with badge and
gun throughout the film.

In any case, Foul Play isn't
one of the greatest movies of all
time, but it does have some
outstanding moments, and I
don't feel my time spent seeing
it was wasted by any means. Go
see it if you get the chance, but
don't get too upset if you can't
manage it.

"'-6967

Gad!
"The prof kissed me after class. "

"How can he do such a
thing. "

"Very, very nicely."

1009 E. CPLORADO PASADENA
NEXT TO THE ACADEMY THEATRE

P~'NG IN /ffAR

Wild from Page 4

I was surprised at the
remarkably favorable attitude
towards mercenaries that was
pres-ented in the program. The
worst that was said of these men
was that they are "the last
romantics," which is hardly a
derogatory statement. So, I cast
roy political judgement and
moral sensitivity aside, laid back
in my chair, watched the screen
and had a great old time.

It seems that no expense was
spared in hiring the cast and
taking them to Africa. The
fIlming is excellent. There is one
very notable scene of the men
parachuting from a plane. Burton
and Harris interact particularly
well. The suspense keeps you on
the edge of your seat.

Now, for the specifics:
Richard Burton is the leader.
He's billed as "a rugged,
no-nonsense commander prepared
to fight against overwhelming
odds if the goal and the price are
right." Burton demands and
receives exorbitant prices from
his employers. His men certainly
risk their lives, but it seems
excessive to pay them so well for
doing what they enjoy.

Roger Moore is "an ace pilot
and flamboyant roisterer. Life to
him is all fun and games, except
when caught in a crossfire of
enemy bullets." Moore is typical
of the morals of mercenaries. He
doesn't mind killing dozens of
Africans in a surprise attack, but
he becomes excessiveLy indignant
when he discovers he was
carrying heroin for his ex-boss
(lately deceased).

Richard Harris plays a
"brilliant military tactician." He
is capable of planning a "surprise
attack down to the minutest
detail with little chance of
failure - unless double-crossed."
He is a man in whom B~rton can
admire the idealism. He is a
model father, also.

The plot goes thusly: Burton
with his carefully selected band
is hired by a ruthless capitalist to
free ex-president Limbani who is
being held captive in a
"dangerous central African
country." It just so happens that
Limbani is a brilliant idealist who
sincerely wishes to unite white
and black men in peace in
Africa. The capitalist wants him
free because his Idi Amin-ish
successor will not deal corporate
business with said capitalist. Of
course, Burton and none of his
gang realize how ruthless their
employer really is.

The movie opens Friday
(November 10) and I am looking
forward to seeing' it again.

-Eve BenneU

THE HAIR CUTTERS
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Top talent always makes the right move
. 'and so does TRW. Every facet of what

we are doing is on the cutting edge of
now and the future ... tuned into the

wavelengths of the farthermost reaches
beyond. If you feel your career is in

"check" position, think hard ... then make
your move. Because, at TRW, we are

looking for top engineering talent with
that intuitive quality of mind who are

capable of making the synaptical leap
into the future. There is space for you

among your peers and lots of head
room. Think about it. The point of power

is acting now! It's your move!

WE WILL BE INTERVIEWING
ON CAMPUS •••

November 15 and 16.
For the following disciplines:

ENGINEERING
AERONAUTICAL

CIVIL
ELECTRICAL

ELECTRONICS
MECHANICAL

MATHEMATICS
PHYSICS

move!

/',IBr'
COMPUTER SCIENCES

BS, MS, PhD-

At TRW, we have one' of the most
advanced high technology facilities in
the world. Our products, from the
smallest micro circuit to the largest
satellite, are designed by the top notch
teams of professionals ... with a growing
need for bright young people like you
who can contribute new ideas and
concepts. We' are diversified enough for
you to build a sound career and grow
professionally as your responsibilities
and contributions increase.

Consider carefully your career goals,
then consider a company called TRW.

REMEMBER ... top professionals are
known by the company they keep.
Especially when the company is called
TRW, an equal C?pportunity employer
offering excellent salaries and an
outstanding Flexible Benefits Plan.

If you would like TRW to know about
you, come by and see us when we're
on campus or send us your resume:

MANAGER OF COLLEGE RELATIONS
R5/B180
ONE SPACE PARK
REDONDO BEACH, CA 90278

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

DEFENSE AND SPACE SYSTEMS GROUP



If you're a junior or a senior majoring in math, physics, chemistry,
or engineering, the Navy has a program you should know about.
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The Gypsy Restaurant
924 North Lake Avenue
Pasadena, California 91104
comer of Lake and Mountain

• Announcing the best in ethnic entertainment.
• Exotic belly dancers during lunch hour, Tuesday through Friday.

• Live music, audience participation, and belly dancers every

evening, Thursday through Sunday.
• The sensuous pleasures of the Middle East at their very best.

Call for reservations at (213) 798-7005
Tues.l1am-llpm
Wed. llam-12mid

Thurs.
Fri. llam-2am
Sat.
Sun,llam-12mid

THE GYPSY
RESTAURANT

ARMENIAN AND AMERICAN
CUISINE

Specializing in Shish-Ka-Bob
(Lamb and Beef), Tabouli, and a

mouth-watering assortment of
exotic dishes.

DooooooooDooooooooo"uoooCalteclrspeJclirOOooooooooooo00000

Beer *one dollar a pitcher 0

Tuesday-Friday 1l.OOam-4.30pm ~
o

o Caltech ID required ~o 0
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Outside In
by Christopher Juten

The Watson Lecture Series
con tin ue d Wednesday with
"From the Outside In'.' by
George A. Seilstad, PhD,
Research Associate in Radio
Astronomy at Caltech.

Seilstad's talk attempted to
place the complex problems of
earth in a cosmic perspective. In
an imaginary journey away from
Earth, Seilstad suggested that the
problems which cannot be solved
on the global level lose
significance as the earth's
awesome beauty becomes
apparent. First local boundary
disputes are hidden by a hundred
mile perspective, and finally, by
the moon's orbit, geopolitical
boundaries disappear, and the
earth seems fragile, delicate, and
lonely.

As the center of the universe
appears, the tremendous size of
the. universe, and consequently,
the "averageness' of earth
becomes apparent. Seilstad
hinted at the origin of the
universe by describing the
evidence for the big-bang
theory-the plot of energy
density of Radiation vs.
Frequency exactly fits the model
for a perfectly radiating thermal
body. Then Dickerson, oops, er,
Seilstad explained the synthesis
of the elements by nuclear
fusion, and the subdequent
development of planets,' galaxies,
and globules (the early stage of
star formation). The possibility
that life could have developed on
other- planets was reinforced by
the existence of organic
molecules in space dust. Seilstad
referred to an experiment in
which basic organic molecules
were caused to form amino
acids-the basis of life-by the
addition of energy. Seilstad
believes that all life came from
nonlife, and m fact, "life is a
continuum that is traceable to
the beginning, to the Big Bang
itself."

Seilstad was thus suggesting
that the Earth is part of a greater
group of planets containing life.
Man's differences are quite
important, however. Man can
communicate across generations,
and consequently, knowledge
always expands. Knowledge is
power, as man's activities point

It isn't easy. There are fewer ~han 400 openings and only one of
every six applicants will be selected. But if you make it, you'll have
qualified fC?r an elite engineering training program. With unequaled
hands-on responsibility, a $24,000 salary in four years, and gilt-edged
qualifications for jobs in private industry should you decide to leave
the Navy later. (But we don't think you'll want to,)

Earn Over $685 a Month
Right rhrough YQur

Senior Year.

For more information, contact Lt. Tim Norrbom at (213) 468-3321
(collect statio-to-station). If you prefer, send your resume to Lt. Tim
Norrbom, 4727 Wilshire Blvd, L.A., CA, 90010, and he will contact
you direc;tly. It can do more than help you finish college: it can lead
to an exditing career opportunity.

It's called the Nuclear Propulsion Officer Canidate-Collegiate
Program (NUPOC-C for short) and if you qualify, you can earn as
much as $685 a month right through your senior year. Then after 16
weeks of Officer Canidate School, you'll receive an additional year of
advanced technical· education. This would cost you thousands in a
civilian school, but in the Navy, we pay you. And at the end of the
year of training, you'll receive a $3,000 cash bonus.

by Karen Pickens
"Quarks: Science Fact or

Science Fiction?" was the topic
presentcli by Dr. H. David
Politzer at a recent "Update".
"Update" is a Caltech Y program
of informal discussions held
Wednesdays at noon in Clubroom
1of Winnett Student Center.

Dr. Politzer discussed the
search for quar1zs and the
qualities they should have if they
are found. He claimed, "We'd
know one if we'd seen one," but
admitted, "we haven't seen one."

Quarks are thought to be the
constituents of nuclear matter
that is, the particles that mak~
up protons and neutrons. To find
them, physicists tried colliding
two protons tohether.
Unfortunately, they just bounced
off each other. They tried
colliding them harder, and ,then
they tried colliding electrons
with protons.

After the electrons were
collided with the protons, they
were studied in detail. The paths
of the electrons gave clues as to
what was happening to ·the
protons.

This method of inquiry
provides the physicist with
pictures, but no equations. A
friend of Dr. Politzer calls it
"garbage can physics. You throw
a garbage can at a garbage can
and look at what happens-you
get garbage all over."

Although quarks have not
been found yet, scientists have
some idea as to what they are
like. They have names, or
"flavors" such as "up" "down"
"strange';, "charm", "top", and
"beauty". Their characteristics
include spin, electric, weak, and
strong charges, and "colors". The
values for these can be listed in
tabular form.

The existence of quarks has
not yet been proved, and may
never be. However, Dr. Politzer
maintains that any new theory
will have to account for the
entrie s in the table of
characteristics of quarks.

Quarks
&

Garbage
Can Physics
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The News Didn't Fit
For The Future's Sake ...

Be tested at Occidental
College on Monday, November
20th, or Tuesday, November
21st, from 10:00 am to 2:00
pm, for the inherited genetic
disorder known as Tay-Sachs
Disease. These tests will be
conducted in the Morrison
Lounge of the Student Activities
Building at no charge. It is a
relatively simple blood test.

Why should you care? Tay
Sachs disease is a genetic disorder
causing the destruction of the
central nervous system. It begins
to affect children at the age of
about six months, eventually
blinding, crippling and killing the
affected child. There is a I in
200 chance that you are a
recessive carrier of this genetic
defect, as much as I in 27
among the Jewish population. If
you have children by another
carrier, there is approximately I
chance in 4 that you will have
the chance to watch any given
child decay and die in a
particularly unpleasant manner.
There is no known cure for the
condition at present.

Please care.
For more information, call

California Tay-Sachs Disease
Prevention Program (213)
775-7333.

Your children thank you.

Author, Author!
Hillel Halkin, author of the

recently published book, Letters
to an American Jewish Friend, A
Zionist Polemic, will speak next
Wednesday night, November 16,
at 8 pm in Winnett Lounge.

Halkin 'will discuss what he
sees as the necessity for all
Diaspora Jews to go to Israel. A
recent emigrant to Israel (I 970),
Halkin feels that· Israel is the
only place where a Jewish life is
viable. He feels that Zionism is
central to Judaism, and that any
Jew who does not choose to live
in Israel is forced to remain on
the periphery of Judaism.

Letters to an American Jewish
Friend is a series of letters to an
imaginary Jew, a friend of
Halkin's, who, unlike Halkin, is
satisfied with his life as an
American Hew. The letters, all
from Halkin to the friend,
discuss the entire nature of
Judaism, but centering on the
Diaspora verSus Israel.

Hillel Halkin was born in New
York City in 1939. In 1970, he
emigrated to Zichron Ya'akov,
where he now works as a
translator. His talk is sponsored
by the Caltech Hillel.

THE CALIFORNIA TECH

Bikers Unite!
The Caltech Cycling Club will

have an organizational meeting at
7:30, Wednesday, Nov. 15 in 127
Baxter. Dues of $5 per year and
a $2 key deposit will allow use
of the bicycle repair shop, which
is equipped with all necessary
tools for repair and maintenance.

Discuss!';!!
The Women Students'

Discussion Group is meeting
Wednesdays at noon upstairs in
Winnett in, the Y Lounge. All
graduate and undergraduate
women are invited to attend.
Bring your lunch.

Further info may be obtained
by calling Bev at ext 2394.

Have Sword,
Will Travel ...

Yes, friends, you too can join
that creative group of people
who allow their imaginations to
carry back to those thrilling days
of neverwhen, when men were
men and giants' really walked the
earth. I refer, of course, to the
Caltech Garners, whose invitation
to all of you to, drop by and join
in the fantasy and science fic.tion
games on Friday and Sunday
nights in Clubroom 1 of Winnett
Center remains open. Dungeons
and Dragons predominates, but
other games occur based on
demand, and most of them
require little or no experience.
Drop by at 7:30 pm this or any
weekend.

Friday, November 10, 19~
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